
 
WHAT IS A

Topic Insight
•  Would you welcome some good ideas about relevant web content?
•  Are you prepared to test what you do against what others have done?
•  Can you accept that others have found solutions you’d like to adopt?
•  Do you agree your online messaging is a never-ending work in progress?
•  Do you see value in focusing on topics that relate to your daily work?

If that is the case, then a Topic Insight is probably what you are looking for!

Whether your primary concern is to communicate value to investors, assert 
corporate responsibility credentials, attract people with great potential or simply 
introduce your company properly to occasional visitors, a Topic Insight is the 
answer you have searched for, but possibly not found, to engage with your 
corporate audiences.



A Topic Insight is a structured collection of prime corporate content. If you 
want additional help on a selected topic, our specialists will be two clicks 
away through a direct email channel and happy to help you dig deeper.

A Topic Insight comes in a microsite format where you will have access to 
the subjects you have selected. You can also rely on us to help you select the 
subjects with the highest value to you.

A Topic Insight is readily usable. Its pictorial approach makes discovery 
easy as a portfolio of helpfully labelled, clickable images gives direct access to 
carefully curated corporate content.

A Topic Insight covers a broad subject that is typically part of the essential 
matter of a corporate website - investor relations, corporate responsibility, 
careers and financial information among others.

A Topic Insight will bring you a wide range of options on topics that matter 
to you. These options will put your own online content into perspective and 
will add fresh thinking to your own thoughts.

To learn more about the value of a Topic Insight, contact:

André Nunes
Head of C-Tracker
andre.nunes@sinoptica.pt


